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Buddy System Works for Cattle Egrets by Jim Cox 2

This bird has developed the unique feeding technique of eating
insects stirred up by grazing livestock.

Know the Laws by David Baxter
Ignorance of hunting, fishing and boating laws is no excuse.

Pollution Sleuths by Joe Mayhew
Department employees study fish kills to determine causes.

SuperbaSS by David Baxter
Crossbreeding bass produces something special.

6

12

14

Catching the Mud Cat by Robert Sinclair 16
Although not as popular as channel, blue and flathead catfish, the

bullhead provides many hours of fishing pleasure.

Turn-of-the-Century Tackle by Neal Cook 20
No fish catching device is too outlandish for the fisherman to try
at least once.

Crossword Review by Ito Hiller 22
A puzzle to test the memories of "Young Naturalist" readers.

Voices of the Night by Ilo Hiller 24
The night air resounds with the varied sounds of male frogs and
toads calling for their respective mates.

How To: Rig Terminal Tackle by Ilo Hiller 29
There are probably as many different ways to rig tackle as there
are types of fish.

Outdoor Books ............ 10
Photo and Art Credits ....... 11

Long Shots, Short Casts...... 11
Letters to the Editor ........ 32

Inside front: The brilliantly colored green tree frog, Hyla cinerea, is found
throughout southeast Texas. Photo by Terry Fischer.

Outside cover: Early morning dew glistens on the intricate threads of a spider's
web. Photo by Neal Cook.
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has not disrupted the ecology or
crowded out other bird species in its
new-found range. Even in areas of
high egret and heron nesting con-

centrations,the cattle egrets moved
in politely and appear to be compat-
ible with existing crowds.

Because of the specialized feed-
ing technique developed by the
cattle egret, food competition with
native species has been no issue.
The bulk of the native heron's diet
consists of fish and frogs while stud-
ies show that 80 percent of the
cattle egret's diet consists of
grasshoppers, crickets, spiders,
flies and beetles. Earthworms, frogs

by Jim Cox and crayfish make up the remaining

Feeding alongside or under the feet
of grazing livestock sounds like a
dangerous pastime, but the cattle
egret accomplishes the task with
ease. The bird eagerly snaps up the
insects disturbed by the passage of
its large grazing companions.

To the cattle out in the pasture,
the white bird constant y underfoot
may be a nuisance, but in the orni-
thological world the cattle egret is
an avian pionee-. Its -emarkable
migrations into new areas have the
experts wondering just how far its
range will spread.

The species was not found at all
in North America a few decades
ago. In fact, scientific studies indi-
cate it originated in Africa. Forerun-
ners of the Texas flock apparently
found their way to South America
and slowly extended their range
north. This small and rather non-
descript member of the heron fami-
ly is now quite numerous in Texas,
most other states and Canada as
well.

First sightings of the birds in the
United States were around 1940
when they were identified in Florida.
The bird was first sighted in Texas
in 1955 when ore immature bird
was seen on Mustang Island, and by
1958 many birds were reported
nesting on Galveston Island. In 1970
there was estimated to be at least
71,000 birds nesting in -exas.

Since first sightings, the cattle
egret has moved in like poor rela-
tives, occupying roughly half the
country. But unlike an out-of-town
cousin, the cattle egret apparently
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Mature cattle egrets in non-breed-
ing season coloration (above).
Their compatability with domestic
livestock openeda unique niche for
the birds (right).

Texas Parks & Wildlife

20 percent.
The reasons for the bird's con-

stant push into new territories are
not known, but once the bird
arrives, it is no secret how it grows
numerous. The cattle egret has an
extremely long nesting season-
courtship begins in April and late
nesting is still underway in July-
and a fairly high tolerance to dis-
turbances.

At the approach of the breeding
season, the bird's appearance goes
through a dramatic change. Within
two days, hormones have causedEgrets
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the beak to turn from yellow to
bright scarlet with a golden tip. The
skin around the eyes becomes a
scarlet-fushia color and the irises
change from yellow to bright red
with an inner yellow ring at the
pupillary opening. The legs, which
range in color from yellow-green to
almost black, become bright scar-
let. Both males and females under-
go the color changes and cannot
be positively identified as to sex
unless actually mating.

Mating takes place during the
construction of the nest, with

breeding and nest building covering
a period of three days. A light blue
egg is laid every other day until
there are two to four in the nest.
Within 24 to 48 hours after the first
egg is laid, the bird's breeding
colors are gone with the exception
of an orange tint to the legs which
disappears in another day or two.

Both parents share in the incu-
bating process, taking turns on the
nest. A series of vocal greetings
accompany the exchange of nest
duty. This constant attention to the
eggs by the parents leaves little

opportunity for predation and helps
insure a hatch.

The first egg hatches in 24 days
and the firstborn has a two-day
growth advantage before the next
chick is born. For this reason, when
three eggs are laid, the third chick
usually starves or is pushed out of
the nest by its stronger siblings.
Under normal food conditions
when just two eggs are laid, both
chicks survive. But in times of food
shortage, only the strongest will
live. This seemingly cruel system
assures that a few hardy offspring
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will mature, rather than a number
of smaller, weaker individuals.

The very young chicks are
guarded by one parent while the
other is off foraging for insects dis-
turbed by livestock grazing in
nearby fields. When the forager
returns to feed the young, the roles
are reversed and the guard flies off
to gather food.

The chick's beak is touched with
a wad of regurgitated food by the
adult to stimulate eating. As the
young become more aggressive
eaters, they grasp the adult's beak
and pull its head down to hasten
regurgitation. It is at this point that
the strong get the necessary food
for survival and the weak starve.

The chicks are soon able to
swallow wads of food the size of
their own heads and are insatiable.
Both adults are forced to forage
constantly during the daylight hours
to feed their offspring. By the time

the young are six weeks old, they are
the size of their parents and the
feeding process resembles a fight.
The feeding often becomes so
violent that the parent and the chick
fall to the ground while the chick
attempts to force food from the
adult. When the young are be-
tween 50 and 60 days old they leave
the nest to collect their own food.

In Texas, cattle egrets are
becoming a common sight, espe-
cially along the coastal plains and
the eastern half of the state. They
have been sighted in almost every
county except those in the upper
Panhandle. Let's hope they have
found their niche in the ecological
balance.
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1960 L |1965 | \1970

Range Extension by Cattle Egrets
In the United States and Canada

Since the first sighting of one immature bird on Mus-
tang Island in 1955, the cattle egret population
increased to an estimated 71,000 birds in Texas in

1970.
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Reagan Bradshaw
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Game Management ffice's issued 503
citations fcr life jacl<et violations in only
or.e month of i971, h j for hocd reason.
Texas waters claimed the li-es of 545
person's frcm January to December 1971,
most of whom mign: have !ived if life
jacket precautions I:c been observed
(above). Hunting after iecal frours may
lead to a number of additional '/iolations
(right)
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Knoi
the

La $
by David Baxter

Ignorance of the law is expensive. In the pursuit of
relaxation, Texas outdoorsmen paid over $500,000 in
fines for game, fish and water safety infractions last
year.

Texans who take their recreation seriously need to
sit down while oiling the fishing reel or deer rifle
and take a look at some of the laws which are broken
so often the cracks look like a jigsaw puzzle.

The old maxim that it "happens to the other guy"
is as shopworn to Parks and Wildlife enforcement
officials as it is to other peace officers. Some 22,000
"other guys" were caught at it last year.

Violations are seasonal in nature. Main warm
weather infractions are for not having a valid fishing
license and nonadherence to water safety laws. For
example in April 1972, along with other violators, 530
persons were cited for not having fishing licenses and
149 Texas boaters had insufficient life preservers on
board their crafts.

The fishing license laws are simple: everyone be-
tween the ages of 17 and 65 must have a license to
fish in fresh and salt water. Exceptions to the rule
are those persons fishing with a trotline, throw line
or cane pole with no reel or other winding device
in their county of residence. That is straightforward
enough. The license fee will save you considerable
embarassment, a spoiled outing and from $10 to $100
in fines.

Bag limits, means of fishing and other laws vary
from county to county within the state. To handle
these variances the department publishes a yearly
booklet entitled "Texas Sport Fishing Guide." It is

valid from September 1 of the year it is published
until August 31 of the following year, the same period
covered by fishing licenses. A yearly "Hunting Guide"
is also published as well as a "Migratory Game Bird
Digest." These guides are available upon publication
at most of the 4,000 places which sell hunting and
fishing licenses and at all offices of the Texas Parks
and Wildlife Department.

In August 1971 there were 503 citations issued for
failure to comply with life jacket regulations and 195
for operating a boat without a certificate of registration
aboard. A lot of people are surprised when a game
management officer pulls along side of their boat and
not only checks fishing licenses but counts life pre-
servers and asks to see the boat registration certificate.
The Texas Water Safety Act gives GMOs as peace
officers the responsibility of enforcing this act.

The Water Safety Act says that all boats must have
one Coast Guard approved life preserver, buoyant vest,
ring or buoyant cushion for each person on board.
Operators of boats less than 16 feet in length and boats
between 16 and 26 feet long shall require every
passenger 12 years of age and younger to wear a life
preserver of the type prescribed by the Coast Guard
while underway.

Texas Parks & Wildlife magazine for July 1972
spells out the types of preservers required by law.
The Coast Guard, local power squadrons and Coast
Guard Auxillaries are also glad to provide this infor-
mation.

Every boat owner must carry the pocket-size plastic
certificate of registration on board while operating
the vessel. Violations of the Water Safety Act are
considered misdemeanors and carry fines up to $200.

From the middle of November to the end of
December the less scrupulous Texas hunter is most
often fined for hunting at night, not tagging his deer
or for discharging firearms along public rights-of-way.
The hunting day of the deer season runs from one-half
hour before sunrise to one-half hour after sunset, and
that's it. Violation of this ordinance is punishable by
a fine of not more than $100 and each animal or bird
killed outside of the legal hunting hours is a separate
offense.

Hunting with a headlight is something else. The
"Hunting Guide" spells out which animals and birds
are considered as game species and which are unpro-
tected. At no time of the year may those animals and
birds considered as game species be hunted with a
headlight. The possession of a headlight after legal
hunting hours in an area where deer are known to
range is considered to be evidence of a violation.
Punishment is a fine of up to $200, confinement in
the county jail for not more than 90 days or both.

An untagged deer is the downfall of the hunter who
thinks he can get more than his limit. Last year 261
people thought they could get away with it. After a
deer is killed, it must be tagged and that tag must
remain on the animal until the carcass is processed
or destroyed. The instructions are on the tag.

Gone are the days of hunting on a right-of-way.
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Discharging a firearm along a rmacway, whether at
road sign or a rabbit, is punishable by a fine of

not less than $50 nor more than $200. This is ezf arce-
dle by GMOs and peace officers.

There is a misconception among a few Texas land-
owners. Landowners own bhe land, the wildlife
belongs tc the people of Texas. By lEasing his land
to hunters the owner regulates access to his property;
hE does nct sell game animals.

As such, all native wildlife, whether on private
ranches or public land, is under the jurisdiction of the
Parks and Wildlife DepartmEnt. Infractions of game
and fish laws by a landowner on his property are lust
as subjec: to punishment as lhose committE d by a
hunter leasing the right to hurt on private land. Game
management officers have the rnght to enter private
land for the purpc se of enforcing these laws.

We have game, fish and water safety laws l a:ause
private citizens have failed to policE themselves Sure,
there are a let of conscientious boaters who denard
that everyone have a life preserver, and most land-
owners are scrupulous guardians of wildlife, but there
are those who consistently violate such laws and are
a hazard to public property ard to those who aWide by
the regulations.

The game management officer his a job to do-he
has to project life. And life is hard to come by whether
it be human or a wild creature.
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AMERICA'S NATURAL TREASURES
by Stewart L. Udall; Country Beau-
tiful Corp., Waukesha, Wis., 1971; 226
pages, $14.95.
This colorful, authoritative volume

is a compilation of photographs and
information on 73 cf America's beauty
spots-the national nature monuments,
national wildlife refuges, national sea-
shores and lakeshores and national
wild and scenic rivers.

Although these areas are not as
accessible or well-known as the nation-
al parks, many riva. the parks for both
beauty and size.

Katmai National Monument, located
on the east coast of the Alaskan penin-
sula leading to the Aleutian chain, is
one of the largest u-its of the National
Park System and protects over 4,200
square miles of primeval wilderness.
This wilderness area is out of reach
for the casual tourist because there is
no road or rail access, and private or
chartered planes are required to view
the most scenic spots.

For those of us unable to visit Katmai
in person, America's Natural Treasures
takes a six-page tour of the wilderness.
Color and black anc white illustrations
show the Martin Volcano, one in a chain
of active volcanoes, located in the
south-central part of the monument;
majestic glaciers, snow-capped peaks;
placid glacier lakes; and a small sample
of the flora and fauna of the area.
Although most people will never see
Katmai in person, it is enough to know
that this kind of wilderness exists and
is being preserved and protected for
the future.

Canoeists and white-water enthu-
siasts will be glad to see the section
on the national wild and scenic rivers.
When this book was published, there
were nine river sections in a total of
eight states so designated, but it is
hoped that other rivers will be added
to this new system of parklands in the
years to come.

With the passage of the National
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, Congress
declared: " ... That certain selected
rivers of the Nation, which, with their
immediate environments, possess

outstandingly remarkable scenic, recre-
ational, geologic, fish and wildlife,
historic, cultural or other similar
values, shall be preserved in free-flow-
ing condition, and that they and their
immediate environments shall be pro-
tected for the benefit and enjoyment
of present and future generations."

Twenty-eight pages of America's
Natural Treasures are devoted to the
nine national wildlife refuges and the
animals for which they provide sanctu-
ary. Of interest to Texans is the chapter
on the Aransas National Wildlife
Refuge, located on the Texas Gulf
Coast, which is the wintering grounds
for the endangered whooping crane.
Many species of ducks, geese, herons,
egrets, shorebirds and mammals also
call Aransas home.

Stewart L. Udall has done a fine job
of presenting the areas in every part
of our nation which are being preserved
for the future generations. Helping him
in this task are many of the country's
finest nature photographers who pro-
vided the over 225 superb photographs,
96 of which appear in full color.

Regardless of where you live in these
United States, your chest will swell
with pride as you see the beauties of
this great land.-Ilo Hiller

THE FOXFIRE BOOK edited by Eliot
Wigginton; Doubleday & Company,
Inc., Garden City, N.Y., 1972; 384
pages, $8.95.
Few moderns could be dropped in

the middle of the wilderness and man-
age for themselves because the neces-
sary skills acquired by their grand-
parents and great-grandparents have
not been passed on to the present
generation. And when these older citi-
zens die, their knowledge of the old
ways is often lost forever.

Through the efforts of a few high
school students in the hills of Georgia,
some folklore and many mountain skills
are being preserved for the future. Their
effort, The Foxfire Book, is a compila-
tion of some of the material they have
gathered from the Appalachian moun-
tain folk through the use.of tape record-
ed interviews, cameras and video

equipment. Much of the text appears
in the dialect of the people, and the
first chapter "this is the way I was
raised up" was painstakingly written
in pencil on notebook paper by Mrs.
Marvin Watts. This chapter is pub-
lished just the way she wrote it, and
although her story may contain incor-
rect spelling, grammar and punctua-
tion, it still gives an insight into her
childhood.

Contained in the book are such
varied subjects as how to split a log
into usable lumber with hand tools;
build a log cabin, fireplace, chimney
and furniture with hand tools; slaughter
hogs and cure the meat; hunt and dress
small game; read weather signs; plant
by the signs of the moon and zodiac;
make moonshine; quilt; make soap,
weave baskets; churn butter and cook
on a fireplace, wood stove or in a dutch
oven. Mountain recipes, home reme-
dies, snake lore and a section on faith
healing also appear.

The items in The Foxfire Book origi-
nally appeared in Foxfire, a quarterly,
folklore magazine published by the
Georgia students as a part of their Eng-
lish curriculum. The magazine, now in
its fifth year, has a circulation of 4,000.
It is supported by grants from the
National Endowment for the Humani-
ties, but money for the first issue was
collected by the students.-Ilo Hiller

THE FOX BOOK, compiled and edited
by Richard Shaw; Frederick Warne
and Company, Inc., New York, 1971;
47 pages, $4.95.
Written for beginning readers, The

Fox Book consists of 12 narrative
poems and three short stories. The col-
lection of poems and fables includes
works by such well-known authors as
Aesop, La Fontaine and Frances Frost.

Illustrations include acrylics, water-
colors, painted glass, woodcuts and
collages by 14 artists.

The fox has been called one of the
smartest animals alive, demonstrating
unbelievable cunning in escaping the
hunter. "Sly as a fox" aptly describes
his natural instinct to evade hunting
dogs by running through water and
circling on the trail.

The Fox Book brings the fox to life
as he verbally cons animals out of food
or steals chickens from the barnyard.
Often caught dirty-handed, the fox may
pay for his deeds by being a bit too
clever.

Each illustration in the book is
unique as it depicts the fox trying to
outsmart someone or some-
thing.-Terrie Whitehead
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Front Cover-Neal Cook; Nikon-F,
55mm Micro-Nikor; Kodachrome.

Inside Front-Terry Fischer; tech-
nical information not available.

Page 2-Leroy Williamson; Mamiya
C-33, 180mm; 2/a Ektachrome.

Pages 2-3-Reagan Bradshaw;
Nikon-F, 300mm; Kodachrome.

Page 4-5-Williamson; Minolta,
200mm; from Ektachrome.

Page 6 (top)-Bradshaw; Nikon-F,
35mm, Kodachrome.

Page 6 (lower)-Williamson; Min-
olta, 55mm; Ektachrome.

Pages 8-9-Bill Reaves; Nikon-F,
80-200mm zoom; from Koda-
chrome.

Page 9-Bradshaw; Nikon-F,
300mm; Ektachrome.

Page 12-Jim Whitcomb; Nikon-F,
400mm; Kodachrome.

Pages 14-15-Reaves; Nikon-F,
55mm Micro-Nikor; from Ekta-
chromes.

Page 16-Martin T. Fulfer; Nikon-F,
55mm Micro-Nikor; from Koda-
chrome.

Page 17-Reaves; Nikon-F, 55mm
Micro-Nikor; from Ektachrome.

Page 18-Tom Diltz; technical
information not available.

Pages 24-25-John Tveten; Min-
olta, Auto Rokkor 55mm with
extension tubes; from Ekta-
chrome.

Page 24 (upper left and right)-
Tveten; Minolta, 55mm with
extension tubes; Ektachrome.
(lower)-Williamson; Pentax,
50mm; Kodachrome.

Page 26-Cook; Nikon-F, 90mm
Makro Kilar; Kodachrome.

Page 27 (upper left)-Tveten; Min-
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pen and ink illustrations.

Inside Back-Henry Compton;
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on illustration board.

Outside Back-Reaves; Nikon-F,
80-200mm zoom, Kodachrome.

S
compiled by Neal Cook

Wild Plants: Water hyacinths were brought into this country in the
1880's because many people thought the flowers were pretty. Today
it has become an uncontrollable pest-plant familiar to most Texans.
Prickly-pear cactus was introduced to Australia to be used for
fences and for emergency cattle food; before it was brought under
control it took over more than 60 million acres of rangeland.

Bota for Hikers: The bota is the wineskin which has been roman-
ticized on television by the actors holding it at arm's length and
aiming a flow of wine into their open mouths. Campers and back-
packers now find these wineskins ideal for carrying drinking water.
The bota is lighter and less susceptible to leaks than the canteen.
It also is softer and does not make a hip sore like a canteen does
when it bangs against it all day. If you decide to try one on your
next camping trip, practice beforehand on aiming the flow of water
into your mouth, and rest periods on the hike can be a fun experi-
ence with everyone amazed at your ability to drink from the bota.

Good For Canadians: The Atlantic salmon which is facing extinc-
tion due to heavy fishing pressure particularly by Denmark's
fishermen will disappear from Canadian menus for the next six
years. The Canadian government has decided to compensate
fishermen for not catching the fish to allow them to return to tradi-
tional spawning grounds. It is hoped that Denmark will soon be
shamed into stopping their fishing activities.

Backwards Bounty: For many years a bounty was given to anyone
killing bald eagles in some states. Now a bounty is given to anyone
giving information leading to the conviction of a person who kills
an eagle. The $500 bounty is offered by the National Wildlife
Federation.

Be Nice to Plants: Plants are the only things which are able to take
raw products from the soil, air and water and manufacture life.
Without them there could not be any other forms of life.

Giant Clam Chowder: Scientists are now studying the raising of

Pacific giant clams for food. There is some evidence that these
clams grow very rapidly and attain a length of three feet in about
10 years. A 38-inch-long clam weighs about 600 pounds.

August 1972 11
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Pollution
Sleuths
Fish kills test

investigative skills
of department

personnel
by Joe Mayhew-Limnologist

More than six million fish died in
Texas waters in 1970 as a result of
man-made and natural causes.

The primary responsibility of deter-
mining the cause of these fish kills rests
with the Parks and Wildlife Depart-
ment, and the investigation is always
a time consuming process even when
the cause is simple. When the kills
involve a complex interaction of many
factors, determining the cause would

test the deductive skills of Sherlock
Holmes.

Over the past three years, there were
250 reported fish kills. Sixty-seven per-
cent of these kills could be traced
directly to substances introduced by
man's activities. Only nine percent
were attributed to natural causes and

24 percent were listed as having un-
known causes.

Why so many unknowns? In many
instances the investigator was not
informed of the kill in time. If an inves-

Texas Parks & Wildlife
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tigator arrives at the scene of a kill
after the conditions which caused it
have dissipated, he is restricted to indi-
rect information such as the species of
fish killed and the effect on other aqua-
tic organisms. For example, if gar and
frogs are killed, the investigator can
deduce that something toxic was in the
water and he can eliminate lack of
dissolved oxygen as the cause. In the
case of toxic elements, sometimes there
will be a residual in the tissues of the
fish killed.

If the investigator could be on the
scene at the time of the kill or soon
thereafter, his job would be much
simpler. He could, by the process of
elimination, narrow the range of possi-
bilities with a few observations and
analyses. Unless an investigator has
some reasons for suspecting a toxic
substance as a cause of the kill, he will
usually try to eliminate other possibil-
ities such as low dissolved oxygen
levels, elevated temperatures, high car-
bon dioxide levels and high dissolved
salts levels because these values are
easily measured. Determination of toxic
elements such as pesticides and metals
is very time consuming and requires
specialized equipment.

Another problem with toxic elements
is identification. Since there are proba-
bly 200 or more chlorinated hydrocar-
bon compounds which are detected by
the same analytical technique, how
does the chemist determine which one
he has in the sample-elimination
would take too much time. In practice,
the chemist can check only for com-
pounds which he has reason to suspect.
Even checking for the 10 to 15 com-
pounds in greatest use or most likely
to be in the water can take three or
four days.

Probably the most common cause of
fish kills is insufficient dissolved oxy-
gen. Because water normally contains
less dissolved oxygen at higher temper-
atures, fish kills caused by oxygen
depletions are more frequent in warm
weather. However, it is not sufficient
to determine a deficiency of oxygen.
Oxygen depletions can either be natu-
ral or man-made, but aquatic ecosys-
tems (an ecosystem is any area of nature
that includes living organisms and
non-living substances interacting to
produce an exchange of material be-
tween the living and non-living parts),
will rarely exhibit oxygen depletions
without the system being upset by
man s activities. Oxygen depletions can
be caused directly by oxygen-demand-
ing wastes or indirectly by the wastes
creating plankton blooms which can
cause amplified daily oxygen fluctua-

tons. Mass mortality of the increased
plankton populations would also
increase the oxygen demand.

In some cases recurrent oxygen
depletions are predictable. For exam-
ple, there were six fish kills in 1971
on the Trinity River between Dallas
County and Lake Livingston. These
were large fish kills of some 10,000 to
100,000 fish. The immediate cause of
the kills was probably oxygen deple-
tion, the ultimate cause, however, was
overloading of the stream with organic
wastes from the Dallas-Fort Worth
metropolitan area. The United States
Geological Survey in their "Water
Resources Data for Texas-Part 2" pub-
lication states that base flow in the
Trinity River at South Loop 12 crossing
is primarily sewage effluent. Depending
on rainfall and other factors, we can
expect more fish kills in the Trinity
River in 1972; one has already occurred.
The Parks and Wildlife Department is
currently assessing the fish population
in the Trinity River to determine if the
kills will eventually deplete popula-
tions.

Because fish kill investigations are
complex, the department uses a team
approach. The first person on the scene
is usually a game management officer
who looks over the site of the kill,
makes a rough estimate of the number
of fish killed, takes water samples, dead
fish samples and most important,
makes a series of observations concern-
ing water conditions. If the kill is signif-
icant, he radios local headquarters for
the assistance of a chemist or biologist.
The initial observations and samples
are turned over to the chemist or biolo-
gist when he arrives at the site of the
kill. Because time is so important in
a successful investigation, initial obser-
vations of the GMO are indispensable.

Another member of the team is a
specialist in fish diseases. He deter-
mines if disease is the cause of kill when
requested by the investigator. After the
field investigation is complete, there is
still much work to be done in the labo-
ratory. The analysis of tissues, water
and sediments may take several weeks.

Now, how about a few actual cases
of fish kills to determine your deductive
skills? All of the facts available to the
investigator will be given to help deter-
mine the cause of the kill.

Case One: A citizen reported a frog
kill in a pond on his property. The
investigator went to the site and found
many large bullfrogs out of the water.
Some were dead and all appeared to
be dying. The pond covered about one-
half surface acre and was from one
to five feet deep. No fish or other orga-

nisms were found dead or dying. Sever-
al domestic ducks were in good condi-
tion. Water temperature was 87°F, air
temperature was 92°F. Dissolved oxy-
gen and other critical requirements for
aquatic life were satisfactory. What
would you suspect as the cause of the
kill?

Case Two: A rancher reported that
he had found several hundred dead fish
in five separate ponds on his property.
An investigation indicated that only
two of the ponds had a common tribu-
tary. The rancher had several other
ponds which were not affected. Several
species of fish were killed, although
some live fish remained. Water chem-
istry indicated no irregularities, with
the exception of temperature which
was 3 to 5°F cooler in the affected
ponds. Fish were apparently the only
organisms affected. One day before the
kill was noted, several thunderstorms
were in the area and about one inch
of scattered rain and hail fell on the
ranch. What caused the kill?

Case Three: Fish were reported dying
in several creeks in a three-county area.
All creeks that had dying fish were
direct tributaries of the Trinity River.
Fish were apparently leaving the Trini-
ty River and going upstream in the
creeks. Riffle areas in the creeks
stopped them and the fish were dying
in these riffles. Several species were
affected including gar, carp and min-
nows. White bass was the predominant
species killed. Water analyses indicated
only marginal dissolved oxygen in the
Trinity River but suitable dissolved
oxygen in the areas where fish were
dying. Ammonia levels in the river were
not abnormally high for the Trinity
River. There were no other notable
irregularities in dissolved materials in
the river. Tissue, sediment and water
samples were analysed for pesticide
content. DDT, DDE and DDD were
found in the tissues but not at levels
which are unusual for the Trinity River.
Disease was apparently not responsible
for the kill. What would you suspect
as the cause of the kill?

In the first case, the bullfrogs were
apparently killed by pesticides. The
adjacent landowner sprayed his horses
for flies the day before and some of
the poisoned flies reached the water
and transmitted the toxins to the frogs.

The second kill was probably caused
by a rapid change in water temperature
as a result of the hail. Another possibil-
ity is that lightning hit the water.

The reason for the last kill is a mys-
tery. Parks and Wildlife officials are
still searching for the solution which
may never be found. **
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SUPERBASS
A hybrid that's touted as the best of the big bass

by David Baxter

Ever dream of catching a 20-pound
bass?

Parks and Wildlife biologists are
working on it at the Jasper Fish Hatch-
ery in East Texas, quietly laying the
groundwork for a potential revolution
in the bass fishing records.

Texas anglers have long noted the
difference between native largemouth
bass and those caught by their neigh-
bors in Georgia and Florida. The
southeastern bass are huge compared
to the Texas fish. Reasons for the size
difference would make a lengthy thesis
in genetics. But department biologists
are making genetics work for them and
the product will hopefully be the
delight of every Texas fisherman: a
"superbass."

Earlier this year, the department
obtained a couple of loads of adult
female Florida bass. The first group did
not survive the ordeal of the long trip
but the second batch did.

Native largemouth males were taken
from Lake Murvaul, a small reservoir
on the Sabine River north of Nacog-
doches known for lunker bass.

They were paired at spawning time
and by mid-June it was apparent that
the offspring of the Florida/Texas cross
were, as hoped, something special.

Region III fisheries supervisor Bob
Kemp and hatchery personnel seined
some hybrid bass from the ponds and
for comparison netted a few native bass
from nearby B. A. Steinhagen Lake.

In a case of typical individuals, an
eight-week-old superbass was six
inches long and fat. A slimmer native
bass of the same age was only 2% inches
in length.

"It has to be pointed out," said Kemp,
"that the superbass lived under almost
ideal conditions in the hatchery and the
native bass is from the wild. But I feel
that the comparison is still valid.

"As a back-up to the Florida brood
bass, we imported some equally large
fish from Georgia." The world's record

largemouth, 22¼ pounds, was caught in
Georgia.

Since the first stage of the program
to develop a superior bass appears to
be a success, back in May some
month-old fish were released in four
experimental Texas lakes not open to
the public. Two lakes are in East Texas
and two in Central Texas.

At the same time, four other lakes
were stocked with Florida bass at the
same age. The same geographical break-
down was maintained.

Generally, waters of East Texas are
acid and those of Central and West
Texas are alkaline. The progress of the
hybrids can be compared with that of
the Florida bass and we can also get
some indication of the superbasses'
tolerance of the two types of water.

The Parks and Wildlife Department
has four-year leases on the lakes and
hopes to see continuing good results by
fall. Kemp warns that this is only a start
and conservatively estimates the
program to be 10 years in the making.

"We hope to have 10-pound bass
swimming around in some of those pri-
vate lakes in four years," said Kemp.
"My personal goal at the end of 10 years
is a bass that tips the scales at 20
pounds. I must point out that a similar
program in California using a pure
strain of Florida bass took 10 years to
produce a 16-pound fish, so we just
have to wait and see."

All that has been done so far are the
initial crosses; the project will be
turned over to a geneticist next year
for control of selective breeding.

In addition to the largemouth cross,
a hybrid of equally astonishing growth
potential resulted from crossing female
Florida largemouth bass with the native
Texas spotted bass. Although the spot-
ted is smaller than the largemouth (the
state record is 5 pounds, 9 ounces), the
progeny of this pairing at eight weeks
were as hefty as the superbass and
almost as long, at 4½ inches.

A thesis in genetics, indeed, may be
written in progress reports from the
time of this simple beginning to the day
of the 20-pound bass. As in the culture
of everything from horses to hogs, there
are countless more generations of
superbass to be spawned and untold
studies of fishing waters to be con-
ducted in the meantime.

But to most fishermen seeing the
photographs of these initial results,
it's a dream we can all share in hopes
of coming true. k*

Texas Parks & Wildlife14
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Texas anglers have long envied the tacklc-
bending bass hauled from the waters of
Florida and Georgia. The Texas hybrid or
"superbass' is a cross of the best of Texas
largemouths and F~orida bass. It is hoped
that the combination will yield a superior f sh.
The initial indications are promising. Eight-
week-old superfish were seined from the
ponds at the Jasper Fish Hatchery and place
in holding tanks like the one above to
compare heir development with native fish
and othe: hybrids. The Flor.da/Texas
largemot th hybrid was a hefty six-incher
From left to right ir the adjacent photo:
a lc rgem ziuth superbass, a 4½-inch Floridzi/
Texas spotted bass combination and a
native largemouth bass of the same age
as the hybrids.
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Catching the Mud Cat
y Robert Sinclair

nformation Officer, Tyler

Experienced anglers and novice fishermen alike have
thrilled to a husky bullhead's steady tug on their lines.
Although not classified as a game fish, it offers excel-
:ent recreational opportunities to thousands of Texans.

Members of the family Ameiuridae, the black bull-
head, Ictalurus melas, and yellow bullhead, I. natalis,
are distributed throughout Texas streams, rivers and
lakes.

The bullhead is so named because its head is so
arge in proportion to the rest of its body. Its mouth
.s more than twice as wide as that of a channel catfish
of the same weight.

As you would expect, the black bullhead is black
.o greenish-black. Its belly is gray or white and the
shin barbels are black. The yellow bullhead is light
yellow to olive green, and its belly and chin barbels
are white.

As with other native catfish, the bullhead has sharp
spines in its dorsal and pectoral fins. Fishermen soon
learn to avoid these barbed spines because a puncture
from one is quite painful.

Mature bullheads weigh between two and four
pounds, but larger ones are occasionally taken. One
caught by the author from a private reservoir in East

Texas weighed 5% pounds. Another taken rec mntly
from Lake Tyler weighed in at a whopping 10 pounds.

Tons of bullheads are taken regularly from our
rivers and streams by fishermen using a rod an _ reel,
throw line, trotline or cane pole and lne. Tht fish
is not particular about what it feeds on and w1ll take
a gob of earthworms, a piece of liver, jiood bait, a
shiner minnow or a great variety of natural cr pre-
pared baits.

Although normally a bottom feeder, the jullhead
sometimes can be caught on crickets and grasshappers
fished on the surface of shallow lakes and farm ponds.
Another favorite place for catching bullheads is in
the swift discharge below dams or spilIways.

When fishing in such swift waters, use a stif rod
and a heavy bass reel or one designEd f: i ght salt-
water fishing. For the lightweight bullheads, use a 1/0
to 4/0 long-shanked hook. Depending an the swiftness
and depth of the water, use enough sinker to keep
the bait down where the bullheads con gregate.

A two-pound bullhead taken from swift watr: can
be a thrill. Several dozen taken during a single :u1:irg
can leave arms and shoulders aching from the fun
of catching them. Testimony to the enjoyment of

August 1972 -_7
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bullhead fihhing can be seen in the faces of fishermen
lined shoulder to shoulder along the stream bank when
the fishing is good.

While the flesh of bullhead catfish is not considered
by sorfmc 1e be as palatable as that of its more sought
after c'usins, the channe , blue and flathead catfish,
it is nevertheless eaten by many, especially in north-
ern staTs where fishing for bullheads has a much
higher degree of acceptance among the general public
than in -~exas.

BullhEads caught ir. middy water may have a dis-
agreeable muddy flavor, but when taken from flowing
strean-s the fish is quite tasty. In fact, the average
persor can hardly taste the difference between a por-
tion of deep-fried bullhead catfish and channel, blue
or flathead catfish. Next time you catch a bullhead

.4,

make your own taste test.
When cleaning bullheads follow the same proce-

dures as when cleaning other species of catfish of
similar size. Strip away the skin with pliers to expose
the firm yellowish-pink flesh. Remove the entrails,
head and fins, including the caudal or tail fin. Rinse
in cold water, then cut into convenient size steaks
for deep fat frying. Roll the pieces in meal, fry until
golden brown and judge for yourself. Although it may
never replace the channel catfish as the preferred item
on the menu, the bullhead is quite tasty.

Next time the river is on a rise, get your gear together
and join in the fun. Good action and good eating can
be had from a trip after one of our most common
fish, the bullhead catfish. Try him out! **

Texas Parks & Wildlife
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TEXAS HUNTER@
For Safety and Comfort!

FOR THE HUNTER

v--

t A

a ih ae i

fabricated of aluminum with -
handle for easy carrying. The seat is fabricated of alum
inum and wood with gun rest and silent 360i degree
swivel. Stand is shipped assemblec, the seat ~ncchec
down. Complete on 10' stand 44 lbs. $89.00.

U- -

5* - . }

Warm, Dry ENCLOSED DEER BLINDS
feature rigid steel frame construction, galvanized rretal
roof, 1/4 tempered masonite sides and 3/4" 3ly'cod
floor. Steel ladder to free-sliding door and safety hand-
bar at left side allows easy entrance .and exit. Ilnjrotec
shooting ports on all four sides provide comb ete v si-
bility. Bypassing glass sections and pal els are in div cec
channels of non-warp, extruded alumi-um. Inside heig-t
of both blinds 6'3". Blinds may be used on grou-d o- o
Texas Hunter's portable, rugged all-steel towers. Shi:pe-
knocked down.

SINGLE BLIND
Without Tower
on 10' Tower
on 15' Tower
on 20' Tower

4' x 4'
$ 98.00
$145.00
$192.00
$258.00

SIAMESE BLIND 4' x E'
Without Tower $179.C0
on 10' Tc-wer $26C.C0
on 15' Tcwer $245.C0

SWIVEL
ARM CHAIR

*5

Full-turning, aluminum
and wood chair is extra
strong and roomy, with
proper tilt for comfort.
Designed for use in the
enclosed blind. $16.00.

SWIVEL
"HIGH CHAIR"

Weather-and-sun protected
observation chair enables
full view of hunting area.
Silent, 360-degree turn-seat,
aluminum framework. Side
arm rests. Front safety bar
provides gun rest. All-steel
stand, wide base spread
for extra safety. Shipped
knocked down.

ON 10' STAND, $89.00
ON 15' STAND, $125.00

ELECTRONIC GAME FEEDER

Build your own game feeder with our pre-assembled
electronic Motor/Control. Control operates once or
twice a day with adjustable run time. Motor/Control
and construction plans only-$39.50 plus tax, post.

Brochure available.

JACKSON MANUFACTURING
P.O. Box 1216.

LaPorte, Texas 77571

Year Round

"Guaranteed Trophy Hunting"
Russian Boar-Javelina-Bobcats

All exotic game
Giun-Bow

Safariland Guide Service
Junction Hwy., Box 1913 Kerrville, Texas 78028

(512) 257-7567
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"NO
GAME

NO
PAY"

BLACK BUCK

SAFARI STYLE HUNTING
OVER 125 SQUARE MILES

GAME FROM FOUR CONTINENTS

EXCELLENT MEALS, LODGING

CUSTOMER ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAM

CALL OR WRITE TODAY

BOX 220, MOUNTAIN HOME, TEXAS 78058
Telephone (512) 654-2076

* Prices FOB San Antonio, plus 5%a sales ta>. • Discount on quantity purchases.
• Special units designed and -abricated on request.

13 tat wes Laur . 1 '17 -.?S° -x r San a 1u'I -v' ' szo1

LLANO COUNTY LEASES
Excellent hunting available for season, week,
or weekend. Individual pastures with cobins
and/or campsites for each group. Deer, Tur-
key, Dove, Quail, Hogs. Reservations accepted
now at reasonable prices.

BEN A. WALLIS & SON
LLANO, TEXAS 78643

(915) 247-5207

"IT'S A NICE WAY TO GO,e
IF YOU GOTTA GO!"

tiey're galvanized. And there's a size for all needs. The
open endx give animials -contitence. thilitren and petx can't
bre hurt. Youa'll enjoy rising a HAVAHIART.-.--.-rite
TODIAY for your FR'IEE trapping guide wvith full inforima-1 tion atiout this great trap. Thousands in use,
HAVAHART, 149 Water St., Ossining, N.Y. 10562

lease send niews guie and price l ixt.
Namie_
Add thress Zip

19
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The hook shown above was
patented in 1887 and worked on the
principle that when the fish bit, the
line pulled "D" up to "b" and the
points of the hook spread in the
fish's mouth. Another spreading
lure, shown at the right, is a 1905
frog which gave the fish more than
they bargained for. Tl-e frog's legs
were supposed to spread out and
wedge in the fish's mouth when it
bit the lure.

by Neal Cook

Since man first found that he could not catch
many fish with his hands, he has tried almost
every imaginable method to snare this elusive
game

Trying to outsmart fish is an obsession with
many people and these examples of fishing
hooks and lures patented at the turn of the
century show that there is nothing man won't
try if he thinks it will help catch fish.

Obviously none of these devices proved to
be the "perfect fishing device" or they would
be in every fisherman's tacklebox.

Today, new shapes of hooks, different types
of rods and new reels appear quite often on
the shelves of tackle shops but the basic prin-
ciples of fishing tackle have changed very lit-
tle in many years. New lures are tried and
some prove worthwhile; others soon disap-
pear from the market.

Man will always try any means possible to
catch fish, but no matter what the tackle,
much skill and a great deal of luck will be the
final factors in attempts to catch more and
bigger fish. **
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Double-hook arrangements are still in use today, but the
1905 hook above leaves some doubt as to how a fish could
be hooked unless it placed its head through the opening
between the points. The inventor of the 1906 hook at the
right probably thought he would revolutionize fishing.
The bite of the fish was supposed to trip lever "17" to
release hook "11" which would spring down to catch the
fish. This method would not work in most Texas waters
since the dead tree limbs and vegetation would trip the
lever prematurely.
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Whether for holding live
bait or trolling dead bait,
this 1906 piece of tackle
seems almost practical.
The bait was placed on the
metal sled "1" and brace
"7" was then clamped over
it.

1
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Young
Naturalist
Crossword

Review
This section of cur magazine is
designed especially for you, the
young naturalist, and we would
like your comments or sugges-
tions concerning it.

To review the ast four Young
Naturalist features-"Beaks and
Bills," "Crystals," "Bee Stings"
and "Beachcombing"-here's a
crossword puzzle to test your
memory.

ACROSS
1. To search the beach for things to

keep
5. Weapon of bees
8. Type of seaweed with gas bladders

along its stalks which help it
float

9. Purple quartz
11. Substance fron- which diamonds

are formed
13. Ruby crystals generate the power-

ful burst of licht for this beam
14. Frozen water crystal
16. Man-of-war bladders are filled with

this
18. The left-handed whelk lays these

in parchmentlike cases
21. Another name for the ocean
22. Birds' mouths are often called -_
24. Insects and their eggs are found

in and among this outer tree
covering

26. Changing water level of ocean
caused by gravitational pull of
the moon

27. The ocean is made of this
30. This flying insect does not have

a barbed stinger and can sting
several times in succession

32. Animal which hides under the sand
and has a needle-sharp barb at
the base of its tail

36. Can cause painful burns on the
beach

37. Substance from which pyra-
mid-shaped crystals will grow

38. Many aquatic birds are __
eaters

39. Seed eaters have short, _ -
bills

40. Official Texas gemstone

by llo Hiller

2 : 3 a 5 a

I I I 3

DOWN
1. Objects washed in on the beach

often have this marine animal
attached

2. Salt, diamonds and quartz are all

3. A soft drink or food . _- __

should never be left to litter the
beach

4. The sea variety grows primarily in
Jamaica on wood vines in pods
up to five feet long

5. This sweet crystal is man-made
6. This item appears in many bird

diets
7. Causes the high and low tides with

its gravitational pull on the earth
10. Eaten by birds with short, stout bills
12. A snowflake has sides
15. Birds' bills are adapted to the food

they
16. This type of rock contains three

crystals-fe dspar, quartz and
mica

17. The egg case for this marine ani-
mal is known as the "mermaids'
purse"

19. Ghost crabs store saltwater here
20. Bird with tiny, weak beak which

opens wide to scoop up flying
insects

22. Product made by honeybee which
is used in polishes, cosmetics,
ointments and candles

23. Household seasoning crystal
which is cube-shaped

25. Sweet liquid made by honeybees
28. This substance is boiled out of the

sugar cane juice
29. Common grains of sand are usually

made of this crystal
31. This is located on the underside

of the pelican's lower bill
33. Beach crab which blends perfectly

with the sand and can race
across the sand at speeds up
to 30 miles per hour

34. The colorful swirls in this rock are
composed of microscopic crys-
tals

35. Diamonds, rubies and sapphires
are _ stones

Answer on page 32
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,~ 4u~AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
FEEDERS for

8us Feod """ GAME • FISH • LIVESTOCK . .. Feeder Kit
Feeds daily anywhere at Dawn or Dusk or Both. Patented electronic timer,
photocell operated, battery-powered. Feeds at optimum times regardless of the
seasons for greatest effectiveness and feeding efficiency. Adjustable dispensing
rate and time. 110 volt A-C powered models also available.

Shippingi Weight Price
Basic Feeder - Model PTF (Includes battery) 85 lbs. - $139.5

. .50

Feeder Kit - Model PTFK (includes battery, universal
funnel for 5 gal. cans and larger, complete
except for feed container) 20 lbs.

Pipe Leg Suspension - Model PLS (As shown) 38 lbs.
Tripod-Winch Suspension-Model TWS (Not shown) 140 lbs.

Send for free brochure of complete line.
SPENCOInc.CIALTY PRODUCTS

AND aDsINEERIN
5911 Bullard Drive, Austin, Texas 78131 Phone 512/454-3355

Qwik-Point and

can make you
a great It's ea

gthewingshot triggl

$89.50
$10.00
$69.50

you don't have thousands of shells
the time to spend learning to be an

accomplished wingshot, try a
short-cut. Qwik-Point. The re-
markable new shotgun sight.

isy to use. You see a bright red dot
nded in space. Just swing it across
target. Hold the right lead. Pull the
er. Tell Rover to go fetch your bird.

Qwik-Point Model S-1 is supplied complete
with mount that any good gunsmith can in-

stall on most pump and automatic shot-
guns. Suggested retail price is $39.95.

Also available in Model R-1 for rifles
(bases extra) and Model R-22

for 22 rifles.

NOW!
A
FULL COLOR MAP
and DEPTH GUIDE
OF YOUR
FAVORITE
FISHING AREA
Actual aerial photo with depths dia-
grammed on lake to show every cove
and inlet, navigational aids, etc. Area
surrounding lake is marked with
highways and roads. Easy to read!
Accurate!

PICTO-MAP and DEPTH GUIDE
1972 Editions Now Available

" CANYON LAKE
• BRAUNIG AND

CALAVERAS LAKES
• GREERS FERRY

Produced by

BOOKMAPT M

CORPORATION
Affiliated with International Aerial Mapping

8927 International Dr.
San Antonio, Texas 78216

Phone: (512) 826-8681

ORDER YOUR PICTO-MAPS
and DEPTH GUIDES NOW

Please send me Q Canyon Lake Q Greers
Ferry Q Braunig and Calaveras

I Name------ ------ -------

Business Name ___-

I Address _ _

I City and State______ - ____

I [ Enclosed is $1.00 each for my Picto-Map(s). Postage and handling charges
included.

I ] Yes, I am interested in Picto-Maps for
re-sale at my place of business.

?-page catalog: W. R. Weaver Co., Dept. I F'a o. Texas 7 L-.. ........ .-

August 1972

WAGONYARD
Crockett, Texas--FM 229-2 mi west off Loop 304.
Camp in beautiful East Texas. Trails for hikers, bikes
and horses. Facilities for your horse. Creek bed for
rock hounds. Restrooms-Showers-Sanitary Dump.

Bob Brand, Rt. 3-Box 166, 75835

BIRD DOGS
chandler Kernnels, one u the largest in the business

flges s to yoou toe yiur .e lect 015 over III(I top teai ned
POINTERS. SETTERS & FIRITTANtES These dogs
are all rqiste red ist of top blood Hoes We guarantee
all our dogs as advertised to suit you. the Hunter
Alsii notpir' B started togs-

Call ririte. or come by

CHANDLER KENNELS
P. O. Box 1011, La Porte, Tex.
Call: Area Code 713-GR 1-4023

Hollen Chandler - Owner

1
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Rio Grande Leopard Frig, Pana pireans be-Iandie.-i. by John Tveten

of the
Night

by llo Hiller

The silence of the night is broken by the sounds of
male frogs and toads calling for their respective
mates. While these varied calls are music to the ears
of many people, others consider them just loud,
unharmonious noises. Frogs and toads are interesting,
beneficial creatures which perform a valuable ser-
vice to man, and their insect-eating tendencies make
them welcomed tenants wherever insect pests are
found.

Story continued on next page

ugust 1972
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OIC€SVoicesof the
Night

Frogs and toads can generally be
defined as short-bodied, long-
limbed, tailless, leaping amphi-
bians. Most commonly recognized
true frogs are usually of the genus
Rana, while the genus Bufo
includes the most common and
most numerous tcads.

Toads are generally more terres-
trial in nature than frogs, but most
of them return to water to lay their
long strings or masses of gelatinous
eggs which hatch into tadpoles. The
toad's skin is rough, dry and warty
as compared to the smooth, moist
skin of the frog.

Contrary to popular belief,
handling toads does not cause
warts. Although the skin glands
located on the toad's body produce
several poisons which are irritating
to the mucus membranes, it is not
dangerous to handle them if care
is taken not to touch or rub the
eyes, nose or mouth prior to wash-
ing the hands. Toads do, however,
have an annoying habit of eliminat-
ing body wastes on person
handling them.

During the breeding season, t
night air resounds with the varied
sounds of the mae frogs and toads
calling for mates Each individual
species has its own unique call
which serves two purposes. First,
it attracts the frogs or toads to the
breeding site. Second, it acts as an
isolating device to insure that only
females of the right species are
attracted to the calling males.

To call, the male takes air in u
the mouth through the nostrils,
passes it into the lungs and closes
the nostrils with nasal flaps. He
then constricts the flank muscles
and forces the air back and forth
between the lungs and mouth.
against the vocal cords. Air, escap-

Texas Parks & Wildlife
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Giant Toad, Bufo marirus -y John Tveten
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ing through the oe or :wo slits in
the floor of the mouth, is caught
in one or more LaL:>onlike resonat-
ing organs. These resonating organs,
called vocal secs, can he either
external or intern 31. When the skin
balloons out into a large translucent
sac under the ch:n-or into a pair
of such sacs, one e.n either side of
the throat-the sa: is external. If
the skin is not t-inrtd and the
whole throat assumes a swollen
appearance, the san is internal.

Frogs and toads, although pri-
marily insectivorous, do not have
marked food preierences. The bulk
of their diet consists of insects,
spiders, snails, worms, tadpcles and

in some instances, small turtles,
mice, birds and other frogs and
toads.

Due to their terrestrial nature,
toady devou: all types of surface
insects. with ants a predominant
item Frogs, on the other hand, cap-
ture thr more aquatic forms of life
becauszt of their choice of a watry
habitat. Toads and frogs are vera-
cious eaters and the common toad
may fi:I its stomach completely four
times during a 24-hour period.

Their insect-eating tendenci 's

make these amphibians welcome
visitors around greenhouses, gar-
dens, farms arnd other places where
man battles the insect world. **

Treefrogs, genus Hyla, are well
adapted for their :rhoreal life.
Their tees end in adhesive discs
which help them cling to twigs and
bark. As a protection against pred-
ators. n-any species of frogs and
toads a~te known t( secrete poi-
sonous .- uhstnces from their p)ar-
otid and skin glands, arnd the sticky,
white p son produce:1 by the B3ufo
marines (top left) is virulent enough
to para.yze or kill a dog that his
not lear.r!md to leave this tood alone.
After handling frogs and toads.
rememb: r to wash your hands
thoroughly before tcUuching your
eyes, nose 01r mouth.
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AUTOMATIC FEEDER
MODEL DF-1

It's square-not round like a barrel-be-
cause it is designed and fabricated for one
specific purpose. Model DF-1 holds 300
pounds of corn and stands on f>ur legs.
Constructed of heavy gauge galvanized
steel. Lockable door to controls and battery.
Feed the amount you want- when you
want. DF-1 comes complete w th 12 volt
dry battery and the DFT-1 Automatic Timer.
Extension pipe legs are not included.

AUTOMATIC TIMER
MODEL DFT-1 (PAT. PENS.)

Hundreds of feeders already in the field do
not function properly because of inefficient
and unreliable timing mechan sins. The
DFT-1 Automatic Timer can rejL'enate these
feeders and make them dependable, easily
operable units. Jeweled 24 hour clock
movement. Electronic circuitry for precise
feeding cycles. Up to eighteen operations
per day. No flashlight batter es or photo
cells. Adjustable from 0-30 seconds. Twelve
volt D. C. Automatic or manual operation.
Simple to program. By far the inest battery
powered timer made.

12 months warranty. Free brochure. Dealer
franchises.

l - -

SWEENEY INSTRUMENTS
WELFARE, TEXAS 78035

(512) 537-4244

GENUINE "RIO GRANDE"
WILD TURKEYS

*Vigorous, Healthy birds
"Hatched to live"

Hatching Eggs & Day-old
Poults-Feb. 1 to June 1

Started Poults (Limited
quantity) Ideal size to Release

for Re-stocking
3 months old-$7.45
4 months old-$9.95

'`Years of Experience Qualify Us
to Assist With Stocking and

Range Management Problems

`We're as Close as
your Telephone

TEXAS GAME BIRD RETREAT
Rt. 2, Fredericksburg, Texas

CALL 512-257-7072

Hunters Fishermen

C. B. Radios
Mobiles, Base Stations, Walkie Talkies, Antennas,
Crystals, Accessories. We service and install what we
sell.

Communications Equipment Inc.
P.O. Box 5451 •512-732-8288

1216 Fredericksburg Rd., San Antonio, TX 78201

The
SFEED-ALL

Game-proof, 5-gallon
feeder dispenses dry
grain and pellets. Self
operated by breeze;
only one moving part.
Simple control cone
adjusts opening to dis-
pense and provide pos-
itive control of flow of
various types of feed.
Rust-resistant steel
construction s6.95
prepaid plus 5% tax.

PAT #2, 972, 334

See your dealer or order direct from:
P. O. Box 5087

San Antonio, Texas 78201

We Warn You
with a WARN winch. For camper, jeep,
truck or pickup. Models up to 8200 do-it-
all. Fits all 2 or 4-wheel vehicles. Trans-
ferable. Operates on 12 volt battery .. .
power in or power out.

For literature on the full line of WARN
Winches and Hubs .. write or call:

E. N. Dean Supply Co.
1515 Rogers Street

San Antonio, Texas 78208
512-226-8231

LIVE-
CATCH
TRAPS Wite tar - oW as $49

FREE CATALOG
Traps without injury squirrels, chipmunks, rabbits, mink,
fo, raccoons, stray animals, pets, etc. Sizes for evry need.
Also traps for fish, sparrows, pigeons, turtles, quail, etc.
Save on our low factory prices. Send no money. Write for
free catalog and trapping secrets. MUSTANG MFG. CO.,

Dept. N 37 Box 10880, Houston, Tex. 77018

NOW Set or 70k, up lro'l.ne in 5 Minuesl

''TROTLIN E
FISHING SECRETS... written by experts.
How, when, where to set trotline, illustrated. Boits

laws, tackle. Send 25i for mailing cost.

\iAWRINl M{G (0, DIP1 T. P0 BOO 3837. DAlLAS. IX 75708)

WHY LEASE?
Own your personal hunting preserve! Gamey Texas
properties all areas. Tax benefits. Special attention
given individuals - groups - companies locating
specified acreage. Send for literature.

Joseph B. Wilson
Hunting-Investment-Specialist

472 Southern Oaks, Lake Jackson, TX 77566
(713) 297-2755, 744-6341

HELP FIGHT POLLUTION
OF

s5~IL i W

INDOOR

t,- " CONVENIENCE

At home convenience without plumbing,
septic systems or holding tanks. . .works
anywhere. . .in Lake Home, Travel
Trailer, Mobile Home, Boats &
Barges.. .At your Deer Lease. Eliminate
toilet waste with a gas fired incineration
toilet.
To Learn More - Write For Name of
Local Dealer

SERVICE & SALES
P. O. Box 10311

Dallas, Texas 75207 (2141 638-8620
(Dealer Inquiries Invited)

Texas Parks & Wildlife

SNAKE REPELLENT
4 POUND BAG TREATS 1400 SO. FT.

$4.95 POST PAID (NO C.O.D.'s)
USE ON CAMPSITES, BLINDS

UNDER MOBILE HOMES
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

VICKERS INDUSTRIAL COATINGS
5607 RANSOM HOUSTON, TEXAS 77017
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Rig/ :Terminal Tackle
by Ilo Hiller

Ask a saltwater fisherman what type
of terminal tackle he uses for natural
baits and you will get about as many
different answers as there are types of
fish.

Each fisherman seems to have his
own favorite way of rigging, but there
are still basic types used for trolling,
casting and bottom fishing. Since these
rigs play such an important part in
catching fish, the smart angler learns
which one to use and when.

Trolling is an effective method of
taking fish because it keeps the bait
in the water for long periods of time
and presents it to many different kinds
of fish while covering large areas of
water. The rod should be held off to
the side while trolling so the shock of
the strike will be taken by the line,
and the rod tip will bend to cushion
the effect.

Rods built for trolling have light,
medium or heavy actions which require
different strength lines. Light outfits use
15- to 45-pound test line, medium out-
fits need 45- to 72-pound test line and
heavy outfits require 72-pound test line
or stronger.

The selection of the type of line to
be used is determined by the depth at
which the fisherman wishes to troll.
Linen, braided nylon, dacron and mon-
ofilament lines are sufficient for surface
trolling, but lead-core nylon and braid-
ed or twisted wire lines are required
for use at medium depths. Deep trolling
requires solid wire lines.

Trolling rigs are relatively simple. A
leader is a must, and it should be a
few pounds stronger than the main line
to take the shock of the fish hitting
the bait. It should be at least two or
three feet long and up to 15 feet in
length when trolling for the larger fish
such as marlin, sailfish and tarpon.

The prime function of the leader is
to provide a safety zone between the
line and the bait, but it will also reduce
line twist. Cable-type or single-strand
stainless steel leaders help prevent the
rough-scaled fish, which wrap them-
selves in the line or thrash it with their
tails, or sharp-toothed fish from break-
ing free. The cable-type leaders are

made of braided or twisted wires which
are more flexible and less likely to kink
than solid wire. However, the braided
or twisted wire has more drag and
resistance in the water than solid wire.
Braided wire leaders may be purchased
with a nylon covering which helps pre-
vent the strands from fraying and cuts
water resistance.

Weights are not usually attached to
the line when surface trolling because
letting out more line causes the bait
to ride at a slightly lower level. Keel
sinkers are used to keep the line from
twisting while trolling at a medium
depth, but in strong currents or very
deep water, weights varying from a few
ounces to several pounds may be neces-
sary. Trolling aids such as planing and
gliding devices may be purchased to
take the line deep and keep it there.

Baitfish used on trolling rigs may
have to be cut, cleaned, deboned or
sewn on the hooks to obtain the proper
action in the water. A little time spent
talking with local saltwater fishermen
or charter boat captains will help deter-
mine which natural baits should be
used and how they should be prepared
for the best results.

Casting rigs vary from the free-float-
ing to the bottom-hugging varieties.

A very effective free-floating method
is known as free shrimping. (Illustration
A) It can be accomplished with a single
or double rig. In the first, a single hdok
and leader are attached to the line with
a swivel. In the second, the line is
attached to one eye of a three-way
swivel and a leader and hook is
attached to each of the other two eyes.
Both rigs are quite effective when
baited with live shrimp hooked just
behind the horn. Weights added to this
rig restrict the bait's free swimming
action.

Another casting rig employs the use
of a weighted popping cork, a treble
hook and an 18-inch leader. This is a
good combination for any kind of fish
and should be worked slowly and left
in the water as long as possible. The
line should be kept tight and the rod
tip up or to the side. The rod tip should
be jerked just enough to make the cork

August 1972
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"pop." Some fishermen pop the cork

every few seconds, others only once
or twice per cast. (Illustration B)

The popping cork may also be set
so the line will slip and allow the bait
to work at a different depth. A small
sinker may be attached above the bait
to keep the rig from tangling. (Illustra-
tion C)

Bottom fishing rigs are preferred by
many individuals whether casting in
the surf or fishing from boats, piers
or jetties.

One popular bottom rig utilizes a
three-way swivel with the line attached
to one eye, the hook on a two-foot
leader attached to the second eye and
a three- to six-ounce pyramid sinker
on a short line attached to the third
eye. The pyramid sinker will hold in
the sand of the surf when round sinkers
won't, but a bank sinker is best for
areas with rocky bottoms. Live or dead
bait is effective on this rig. (Illustration
D)

Some surf casters prefer to feel the
bite of the fish without the drag of the
sinker. To do this, they place a slipping
sinker ahead of the swivel, leader and
hook. Select an egg-shaped, pyramid
or bank sinker according to the area's
bottom texture. The sinker will anchor
the line to the bottom, but when the
fish takes the bait, the line pulls through
the sinker to alert the fisherman. (Illus-
tration E)

Another good bottom rig consists of
a four-way swivel with the line
attached to one eye, the sinker attached
to the opposite eye and a hook on a
two-foot leader attached to each of the
remaining two eyes. Dead bait works
well with this rig. (Illustration F)

A popular hook arrangement for the
weakfish (sea trout) is the high-low
rig which varies according to per-
sonal preference. The basic rig contains
a low hook on a leader attached just
above the sinker by means of a three-
way swivel. A high hook on a leader
is attached the desired distance above
the low hook, also by means of a three-
way swivel. Monofilament leaders are
recommended when fishing for sea
trout because wire restrains the action
of the live shrimp used for bait on
this rig. (Illustration G)

Drift fishermen use two hooks in
tandem to fish for king mackerel. The
size of the hook should be determined
by the size of the fish available, but
numbers 4/0 or 5/0 are commonly used
sizes. A wire leader is essential for this
rig since the kingfish has razor-sharp
teeth. A trolling sinker with swivels on
the line and leader ends is sometimes
attached just above the leader. Squid,

Dhu
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mullet, ribbonfish or a strip cut from
any baitfish will do for baiting the
hooks. (Illustration H)

The simplest rig used for saltwater
fishing is the cane pole with a hook
tied on the end of the line or nylon
leader. Sometimes a float or bobber is
attached above the hook, and a sinker
is added above the hook and below
the float to keep the bait at the proper
level.

Whether you plan to use the simplest
or most elaborate rig, look around to
see what is being used by other fisher-
men. Notice the size of the hooks, the
type of line and the bait, and don't
be afraid to change your rigging to
match theirs if they are catching fish
and you aren't. After all, catching fish
is what it's all about. **
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Survival?

I often release saltwate
when they are not wanted
mounting purposes. Do re
actually survive their ordea
protective film which is rem
the fish's body during nettir
dling regenerate? If the hoc
a released fish's mouth, wh
to take place?

seriously injure or kill the fish.
If a fish is played on light tackle for

r gamefish a long period of time, it tends to devel-
for food or op a great deal of lactic acid in its
leased fish muscles and it is unable to swim effi-
1? Does the ciently when released. It then be-
moved from comes prey to predator fish. For this
ng and han- reason avoid fighting a fish for long
)k is left in periods, and release it as quickly as
at is likely possible.

It is much better to leave a hook in
S. D. Cook a fish's mouth than to remove it by
Houston force and damage the mouth area. Snip

off the leader or cable just in front of
the hook because the hook will even-
tually deteriorate under the strong
corrosive action of seawater. If the
hook is swallowed into the stomach,
digestive juices quickly attack the
metal.

Fish have a better chance of surviv-
ing capture and release if a few sug-
gestions are followed.

We do not know how long it takes
for the protective film to regenerate, but
keeping the hands wet while handing
the fish will prevent the removal of this
coating. The film ac ts as a lubricant to
help the fish move through the water,
and an unprotected area is susceptible
to fungus and bacteria.

When handling a fish, try not to
squeeze the throat region just behind
the gill covers because the heart is
located there and pressure could

Coral Snake

I killed a snake near the Brazos River
about 40 miles from Houston. It was
marked with red, yellow and black
bands. Enclosed is a drawing of the
snake.

Please tell me what kind it was and

SAS end check or money order to:

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE DEPT.
John H. Reagan Bldg., Austin, Texas 78701

PARKS & WILDLIFE
Check one

Q RENEWAL
Paste your last maga-
zine address label into
space indicated and
mail with payment.

Q CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Paste recent magazine
label into space indi-
cated, show change on
form and mail.

Q NEW SUBSCRIPTION
Fill out form at right
and mail with payment.

[]GIFT SUBSCRIPTION
Show recipient's name
and address in form, in-
dicate gift signature
and mail with payment.

C CON

Name

Address

City State Zip Code

Sign Gift Card
HECK ONE O 1 yr. $3.15 incl. tax Q 2 yrs. $5.25 incl. tax

Out of U.S. (except APO and FPO) Q 1 yr. $4. ] 2 yrs. $7.

Texas Parks & Wildlife

Attach recent magazine address
label here for renewal or change of
address.
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if not a coral snake, then how is a coral
snake marked.

W. W. Echols
Houston

According to your description and
drawing, the snake you killed was a
coral snake. The boldly marked snake
is an eye catcher but comes from a
family of deadly serpents which in-
cludes the cobra. Although not as ag-
gressive as the rattlers, it should not
be handled.

There are several harmless snakes
which resemble the coral snake. The
scarlet snake is sometimes referred to
as the false coral snake because it
mimics the coral snake's color pattern,
but the scarlet's snout is red and the
coral's is black.

Several harmless banded milk
snakes also have black snouts and the
same colors as the coral snake, but the
coral has black body bands as wide as
the red bands and both are separated
by narrow yellow bands. All banded
milk snakes, as well as the scarlet
snake, have narrow black bands which
are bordered on one side by broad red
spaces and on the other side by narrow
yellow bands.

A good way to remember the dif-
ference between coral snakes and the
nonpoisonous mimics in reference to
whether or not certain colors touch, is
"Red and yellow, kill a fellow; Red and
black, venom lack." Another reminder
is to think of a traffic light-red means
stop, yellow means caution, and when
they touch, take warning.

'B E A'C H'C OM'B 'S T'I N GE R
A R A E U N M
R Y N A G A SS U O
N S N A E 0,
AME THYS T R 'CARBON

C A E "S T
L "LAS ER "I C"E "GA'S
EGGS D X A R K

I S ,NIM T E A A
"BI' LIl'S 'B A RK Hj- N T

IE L A R T IDE
E "S AL T 'I'A TE R N T
S T A I E E '
WA S "P "S T I N 'G R Y 'G U
A 0 E H G E A
X "SUN R 0 'ALUM R

C S T T'
'F ISH 'S T OU T E '°TO P;A Z

OUTSIDE BACK
Heading home after a long day of
fishing with a loaded stringer, or
with empty hands after a few
unsuccessful casts. Just being in the
outdoors at a time like this . . .that's
all that really matters. Photo by
Bill Reaves.
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These two "bluewater" fishes, the white
the Atlantic blue marlin, have gained the
most deep sea fishermen through their figh
The white marlin, shown at top, inhabits th
from Massachusetts to Venezuela. It is mu
than the blue with the average size ran
50 to 100 pounds. The Texas record wi
caught off Port Aransas weighed 106 p
measured 7 feet 9 inches.

/
SALTWATER FISHES

marlin and The Atlantic blue marlin, lower, is known to reach
respect of an enormous 1,500 pounds, but the average weight
ting ability, is around 200 pounds. Common to Texas offshore
he Atlantic waters in July and August, this usually solitary fish
uch smaller is found in the Atlantic from New York to the West
nging from Indies. Most blue marlin are caught off Port Isabel,
hite marlin an exception being the state record, a 547-pound
)unds and trophy caught off Port Aransas.

Artwork by Henry Compton.

August 1972
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